
 65 years ago the first container was sent out into the world for the first 
time, revolutionizing world trade. It’s inventor, Malcom P. McLean -an 
American with Scottish roots- had a brilliant idea: if goods were shipped 
together in a box instead of prepared for shipment individually, a lot of time 
and effort could be saved. And that meant saving money -always a winning 
argument. McClean may have wanted to make life easier for all the men 
(stevedores) working their backs off in the world’s ports, which it did, but the 
time efficiency of shipping goods in containers also cut down on the number 
of available jobs.

In 1956 McLean bought the tanker Ideal X and converted it to take semi-
trailers from trucks without their tractors. Today, giants like the HMM 
Algeciras of the Korean shipping company Hyundai Merchant Marine, and 
the Taiwanese Evergreen which recently made the news when it got stuck 
in the Suez Canal, can transport 24,000 container boxes in a single 
shipment. Measuring almost half a kilometre in length, their scale dwarfs 
even American aircraft carriers. With 100,000 horsepower (HP) engines, 
these ships amount to floating buffet tables which serve up goods from 
every corner of the Earth. 

The first containers arrived in Germany -Bremen in the north- and with that 
began the networking of transportation routes that made the new system of 
global shipping so successful. Without having to unload and re-load, 
shipping costs were markedly lower, as was the time it took for goods to 
reach their final destination. 

Shipping containers are standardized and primarily available in 
two lengths: as a 20-foot equivalent unit (TEU) just seven meters 
long, or as an FEU, or a 40-foot equivalent unit. There are a 
number of variants as well, including refrigerated containers and 
special containers for transporting animals or goods with unusual 
dimensions. 

There are so many goods on the move around the world and 90% 
of them are transported in container boxes by ships. Sailing, 
loading, unloading day and night, the work never stops. Currently 
there are over six thousand container ships carrying an estimated 
twenty four million TEUs at any given point in time. This volume of 
goods requires sophisticated planning, management and control 
and the control centres of shipping ports resemble control towers 
of major international airports. 

Needless to say, the container box made McLean a very wealthy 
man, and at the time of his death in 2001, his net worth was about 
half a billion dollars CAD. Goes to show that sometimes it pays to 
think inside the box! So the next time the FedEx delivery guy 
drops a package at your front door, let’s pay homage to Malcom 
P. McLean who changed the way our global supply chain works, 
one container box at a time.

 Be safe, be well!
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